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the health rationale for urban parks in the nineteenth ... - thus, when thomas southwood smith who
was the uk’s leading medical authority published his treatise on fever in 1830,it received wide visibility among
the us medical community. philosophy at university college london: part 1: from ... - 3 connection
between ucl and bentham. what a pity, though, that it isn’t true. bentham was already 80 years old when the
first chairs were appointed in 1828, and evolution of the “parks as lungs” metaphor: is it still ... southwood smith, published his treatise on fever in 1830 in which he explained that miasmal atoms could be
absorbed either through inhalation or through skin contact. notes and references - springer - notes and
references 139 16. 'the surface of the novel', in particularities (1982), p. 43. 17. in the great tradition, leavis
dismissed defoe out of hand, and department of medical history malaria and deaths in the ... infections.36 southwood smith26 in his treatise on fever stated that intermittent fevers do not kill. the
admission records for kent general hospital from 1881 to 1924, near an area of saltmarsh, show only ﬁ ve
cases of malaria, none of which were fatal. in the netherlands, where vivax malaria was common, to establish
whether the disease killed is almost impossible because of confusion over ... closing remarks - springer 102 closing remarks roger blaney it is a very great privilege to have the last word in this workshop on ethical
issues in preventive medicine. tlf^tofoflt), ;ligtrtopa% ants fye £afr* of £ifa - dr. t. southwood smith,
professor in the lon don fever hospital—another individual whohas been prominent in all the sanitary
movements— called the publicattention to the causes of fever, in his treatise on thatsubject, in 1830, and sub
sequently published avaluableworkonthe philo sophyofhealth.\ the most important sanitary measure ever
adopted in england wasthe "actfor the regis tration of ... nineteenth-century medical landscapes: john h.
rauch ... - southwood smith’s reconstitution of the definition and function of the exciting cause (exposure to
miasma) into a predisposing role as well, capturing both arguments in one.
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